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The String, “Atom of Life” [Soul], Consciousness and Future Technologies



Note – Much of the thoughts, ideas, imaginations and visions expressed here were developed nearly two decades back from an interior village as a free man in nature away from all schools of thoughts. It is devoid of mathematics, built on pure imagination and a quest to put together diverse concepts and information’s that scientist have unearthed into sensible knowledge comprehensible to common man. The process has revealed simple realities and Principle and Design governing Life and Nature. This Knowledge has vital significance to human survival on Earth. People at top end of different schools determining human fate are often recalcitrant. Hence I struggle to reach out to the world against many odds using social media. If any one
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finds any sense in my write up, please forward and share to awaken the world.



Summary Human struggle, spiritual and scientific, is a quest for Truth or Lost knowledge. Science beyond religion is moving towards it. The whole Truth of Nature cannot be understood unless we include life into our picture of the Universe and evolve science incorporating spirituality. Key to this is to comprehend and unite Quantum Science and Relativity. Quantum science is weird. It is often compared to Eastern Mystic Schools. In a way this Science has revived God and Spirituality. Much of this science is incomprehensible to common man and by itself it fails to explain everything about the universe its origin and existence. Einstein’s relativity in time leads us to singularity and Big Bang where all the laws of physics fail. Time conquering and time initialization is what we are failing to comprehend. Today scientists have discovered a New Theory Called String Theory and Parallel World concept and have explained singularity as a process in which one word pierces and emerges on the opposite [Ekpyrotic Universe Scenario]. But I feel they have failed to comprehend a string and why it wobbles and how string manifest into matter and so on. The only way to comprehend this is to visualize universe as living being. We have advancements in biological science where Scientists speak of life and its control as Epi-genetic phenomenon. Life conquers time and initializes it by a process in which the spirit of masculine enters the
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feminine world to conceive and conquer Time. In time it initializes time to start a New Time Cycle. Quantum science makes life inseparable from nature we study. Our futures on earth exist in knowing life to its core and understand its relationship with material nature. Earth is collapsing under our economy built on oil and burning of fossil fuel. The increased heat of the environment through our reckless activity without first comprehending Principle and Design on which she works is shearing our environment [Ref-1]. It is fast accelerating towards collapse into black hole. From non-linear point it is tending to great disorder. Our survival now exists in knowing Truth and transforming to a new foundation of thinking. We need Paradigm Shift in thinking. There are only two choices; either Evolve quickly to understand Nature and develop methods to live in harmony with Nature and Her Creator or get destroyed. We are in the threshold of Quantum Leap in Evolution from Information Era into Knowledge Era. We need to develop New Technologies based on life. New Technologies of higher order can only emerge when we mimic life. Life is a marvelous machine that is conscious and intelligent and which is capable of self-sustaining. Though not beyond time, it is immensely efficient. We must note that a human heart the size of left fist pumps blood carrying trillions of cells along 100000 KM, twenty times per minute. Human brain conducts trillions of information processing every second. In addition to this it carries out various other mechanical processes such as creation, digestion, absorption, excretion. Human life does all this functions with few pieces of bread 3



and few glasses of water and releases very little heat into the environment. Many Indian spiritualists have shown that life can survive without even food and water for years, virtually absorbing energy from air to sustain the system. Life seems to possess superior technology when compared to what modern man has developed. Evolving to know this secret and working within limit, fully respecting Nature and Her Master is the only way humans can survive on Earth. It simply means it is time we become conscious and know the interrelationship and oneness of Nature, Her Master and Her working. The new vision can bring dramatic changes in energy generation and its use, computations and information processing, health and medicine, food and agriculture and so on. In fact it is bound to affect every field of human interest. I by Grace present here briefly a foundation of thinking on which common man can comprehend different conceptual developments in science in simplicity and go ahead to understand consciousness and intelligence and thus God beyond Religion as Science, Knowledge and Light.
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Introduction String and consciousness are two fields that are in fore front of scientific research. String is a New Theory that has raised hopes among physicists to explain the secrets of the universe. I do not know anything about its mathematics and how physicists comprehend the Universe from it. But it made sense to me in the context of vision of universe that revealed to me by Grace. The term Consciousness was taboo to science. But today it is emerging as high end research that has potentials to unite science and spirituality. Thanks to quantum mechanical revelations. Unions of these diverse concepts and thinking calls for simplified and sensible 5



understanding of these two thinking. These two concepts are the product of evolution of scientific thinking; however I feel scientists have failed to comprehend life and universe sensibly from their work, such that common man can understand it. In spite of all development in science, many fundamental questions remain unanswered and perceived sensibly. We still do not know how gravity force comes into being? Why gravity is weak force? Why Light has maximum speed? How light matter is different from atomic matter? How instantaneous communications exist? Why ratio of acceleration of two interacting bodies is always 3? Why gene is triplet Code? Why DNA is double helical? Why chromosomes are paired? What is Life and what is death? What is a string and how string manifest into matter and all that we see in the universe? And so on. When scientist began to break down atoms and investigate into sub atomic realms, Science fell apart into two polar sciences that are not compatible; Quantum Science that deals with subatomic realm where motion is unpredictable and Relativity Science that dealt with the realm of atoms and bigger structure forming from it, such as planets and its motion, which are predictable. Einstein strived to unite these two sciences but failed. He probably visualized his theory leading to incomprehensible singularity point at which all the laws of physics fail. In order to circumvent it, he tried to invent a second space-time field that opposes gravity but failed. Today scientists have succeeded to circumvent singularity with vision of Parallel Worlds. They have visualized singularity as a process in which one world pierces and emerges on the opposite [ ekpyrotic universe, or ekpyrotic scenario 6



Dr.Neil Turok, Prof. Paul Steinhardt and Prof. Burt Ovrut. Ref -2] This is a vital vision but I feel these scientists have failed to comprehend their vision sensibly. In short, science has built pools of information but is failing to put them together to herald a Knowledge Era, where people can understand the Truth of Nature in simplicity. I am making a humble attempt towards compiling these concepts and information’s in science into sensible Knowledge that is comprehensible to all, not few scientist As a biologist I see DNA as a string and a potential key structure that holds secrets of Life and Universe. It unwinds and winds exchanging information between the right and left and parallel worlds. By Grace I



could visualize the origin of DNA string back to an Atom Level and beyond it to a particulate level [God Particle that is a vibrating String] and understood consciousness as New Space-Time or Vital Force Field [anti-gravity field] that opens and interacts constantly with outer space-time field or gravity field. This forms the foundation of my new perception of Nature and understanding of conceptual developments in science. These perceptions and understanding on the outset appear different from what spiritualist and modern science speaks, but at depth it includes and evolves different schools of science and spirituality and unites them to make our understanding of Nature and God a sensible and complete one. 7



In spiritual world consciousness simply means a field that is aware of everything. Life is a conscious system. Consciousness is the source from which all actions originate to sustain life. It depicts a force that binds everything into one. It depicts a force that divides and sustains. Every particle and atom of this whole universe is conscious for they are bound by gravity force to a central point. But gravity force and field is incomplete unless we understand it in relation to Anti- gravity field that creates and sustains. Electrons in an atom, the planets that are



revolving, should have fallen to this central point in time unless a second force and field opposes this and sustains it. Einstein searched for this force field but failed to visualize it and incorporate it.If you stand back to observe Nature from a point of freedom, we note Nature is a pulse. It winds and unwinds showing the co-existence of two basic forces that alternates. This pulsating reality reflects everywhere in Nature. It reflects in day and night cycle, climatic cycle, in our breathing and so on. Life and all system enclosed in Nature strives to pulsate one with Nature. To understand universe and Life we need some fundamental changes in our perception of universe from gravity to coexistence of two basic forces of Gravity and Anti-Gravity. The universe needs to be understood from a living point with a Parallel World Design at the basic particulate to whole system level [Holographic]. To understand this design all we need to do is to observe the functioning of heart. It also expresses itself in east and west division and the day and night energy cycle. When one part is expanding [Light 8



/heat or day cycle] another part is contracting [Night Cycle]. Two opposing functions are happening simultaneously balancing the system. Every atom and every life on Earth is conscious and responds to this contraction and expansion. It relates and dances one with deeper vibration emerging from a single Particle called God Particle. The only exception seems to be adult human beings who live a material and self-centered life, built on his mind and its power. He in the absence of Truth is disturbing the universal cycle unilaterally. He is unilaterally increasing the heat of the environment and intruding into the night cycle when Earth works to cool and create order. Consequently Earth is going fragile and shuddering, it is in a Life and death situation. The huge climatic catastrophes we are witnessing are predicted reality and a call to humanity. She and her Master are stressing Humanity to evolve. There are only two choices before us – evolve to know Truth or get destroyed [Ref- 1]. Humans who fail to pulsate one with Nature becomes the cause for gravitational fall of the Universal System. He brings destruction and death to the world Gravity field is centripetal field. In contrast to this conscious field is antigravitational field that constantly opposes gravity and fall of souls into black hole. Conscious field Creates and sustains the material body. It works constantly to resist the collapse. One look at how Earth works against gravity speaks the living design. The fallowing figure speaks the gist of my thinking [see Ref- 3].
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The material world and living world forms the parallel world and all life works against gravity. It is designed in such a way that the system cannot collapse. When one world is winding and collapsing to center point, the parallel world is unwinding and thus balancing the system. Earth is designed to maintain certain energy to matter ratio. The Earth is self-organizing system including all living systems. The living system actually drives the system and holds it from collapsing. But system gets a time direction when we include adult humans who are self and material centered. He lives by his mind and least connected to His 10



consciousness and instinctive intelligence. Origin now can be traced to two Primal Human Souls or God Souls Time direction is inevitable reality of Nature and this means we must visualize a time conquering and restoration process in Nature. Much of science fails when it comes to comprehending this Truth. The only possible way out is to visualize universe as conscious and intelligent system. In short we need to reinvent Big Bang origin sensibly including life [Ref – 4]. Unfortunately modern world instead of seeking consciousness or vital force-field that sustains life in heart and realms associated with it, it seeks consciousness in brain. They pursue it with intent to extend information technology to build super computers. At cellular level scientist search it in “centriole” [Dr. Stuart Hameroff and Prof. Roger Penrose Ref -5]. Searching the root of life in a cell is right thing, for cell is microcosm from which macrocosm called human body comes into being. But these scientists are seeing one side of it. The true side of it exists in the “centromere” and the FORCES beyond it that perceives and acts against forces of time and death. This Force is capable of conquering of time and initializing time and thus survives perpetually.



We need to understand consciousness as a space-time field within life, traceable to an atom and beyond it to a space that is filled with information that opposes gravity and thus sustains the world. [Note - Few years’ back I sent a paper on this thought to international conference on consciousness. It was accepted, but for want of financial support I could not travel to present it]. 11



I discovered consciousness by Grace, as a Space-Time Field that exist beyond centromere in an atom that consists of four strings. The wave in this space is generated by a God Particle or String. This space is full of energy and information and that opposes the material space-time field. In other words, I visualized it as Parallel Space-Time field that opposes gravitational field and sustains the universe. This is something that Einstein struggled to invent. By Grace I extended this thought to discover the simple



Principle and Design of String and what causes this wave, why atoms and complex structures form and how the wave perpetuates and how the whole system called universe exist perpetually in simplicity. This discovery eventually led me to rediscover Big Bang as information unfolding and enfolding from a “Supreme Soul or “Atom of



Life””. This in turn led me, not only to evolve scientific thoughts [Ref 9, 9A] but uniting it with spiritual Knowledge of the ancient to visualize universe as LIVING BEING. This is explored in my site and different articles, I posted on the net. The thoughts revealed to me by Grace coincides with what eastern philosophers taught the world and what some quantum scientist renowned intellectuals are trying to speak [ Dr. Amit Goswami, Dr. John Hagelin, Deepak Chopra and so on Ref-7, 6]. What is more important is that it presents a platform for us to evolve our Knowledge to higher level and find many simple solutions to complex problems we face, such as climate change, instability of human mind at individual and collective level manifesting into violence and war. It can give simple solutions to energy harnessing and its 12



utilization, improve human health and help humanity shift his food and agriculture practices from inorganic to organic.



Chapter -1



The Core of New Thought about the Universe It is important I call your attention to the crux of my thinking briefly before I speak of possible technologies. The new thought is that universe is Living and conscious and intelligent being. It can be explored and understood as a science including all conceptual developments in science. The developments in science have the fallowing broad step 1] Before Science there was spiritual knowledge. But in time it deteriorated as many God’s and religions formed out of it and nonilluminated self-centered souls began to fill spiritual institutions and began to rule the world in the Name of God. 2] Science came as anti-thesis to religious institutions. Scientist cleverly separated soul/mind from matter and began to enquire into material world. They thus circumvented powerful spiritualist. They searched for the building blocks and ended in Atom. When they broke atoms and began to explore subatomic levels science bifurcated into two noncompatible theories; Relativity science that deals with above atomic level and is predictable and Quantum Science that deal with subatomic level and are unpredictable. 3] Relativity science sees world originating from Singularity or point in Black Hole [Big Bang Theory]. It is a world where life has no role. But when scientist broke the atom and began to seek the truth within, it became increasingly evident that universe cannot be understood in separation of life specially humans his Soul and Mind. Quantum Science 13



showed many parallels with ancient spirituality and Eastern Mysticism. Everything now is stressing us to evolve science to know Spiritual Truth of Ancient World in simplicity. Both quantum scientist and relativist have failed to comprehend the world and its reality from their school and its thinking. Many visions of origin of universe thus exist, Big Bang Theory, Inflationary Universe Theory, Holographic Universe Theory, Chaotic Universe Theory, Electric Universe Theory, Parallel and Multiple Universe Theory and so on. Recently Dr. Neil Turok, Prof. Paul Steinhardt and Prof. Burt Ovrut suggested Ekpyrotic Universe Scenario, where one of the parallel worlds pierces the other emerges on the opposite. What is important is that these scientists have made the universe and Truth complex and beyond common man’s perception. Since Quantum Science has clearly concluded that universe cannot be understood in separation of the observer, it is time we observe life and deduce its secrets. Few important points stand out when we observe Life 1] All life instinctively works against Gravity. In short it is Anti-gravitational in nature. It has inner space-time field where gravity force is converted in Antigravity. 2] It has male and female or parallel worlds and it is bestowed with the ability to conquer time and perpetuate in time cycle. 14



Since life is enclosed in material world and acts against gravity, we can extend time and trace the Big Bang Origin from one Single Life whose origin can be traced to one Single Cell. This single cell is born from two parallel worlds. Science thinks that life is created by Genes and DNA in this cell. This is wrong. Life is created by the union of Two Spirits or



Space-Time field of the male and female in a microcosm that in turn is held in macrocosm. From quantum mechanical point we should be able to trace it Down to “Atom of Life” and “God Particle” in it. The gene and DNA are first level of material body of the Spirit that gets Transformed and reordered from time to time to survive time. CREATION now becomes TRANSFORMATION PROCESS powered by SPIRITS from two Parallel Worlds. Dr. Bruce Lipton [Ref -10] elegantly argues the fact that the Gene is not the information carrier of Life. He argues that gene is controlled and determined by Epi-Genetic forces. I by Grace introduce another concept Endo-Genetic to bring in “inner space in life”. The key is to look at life keenly and discover the New Space-Time field or Conscious Field that unfolds and enfolds. The spiritual science of ancient visualized Super Souls or God and Goddess [Parallel Worlds] which are one and which gives rise to everything and controls everything. From the above biological point we can now trace Big Bang creation from a little perturbation in the inner space of one SINGLE PRIMAL SOUL OR “ATOM OF LIFE”, a SINGLE CELL and a SINGLE BEING born from the union two parallel worlds. This brings Vedas, Bible and other spiritual scriptures into Light as Knowledge of the superior order. But the question remains, what is “String” and “Atom of Life” and how they are structured and 15



functions? The perception of Strings and atoms thus is crucial to understand the scriptures and the developments in science and also develop technologies that can sustain the world and take it into Golden Age.



Chapter -2



The path to “Atom of Life” or Soul and the String When we trace the core of life we end in a cell, beyond cell we end in nucleus, beyond it we end in DNA. When we try to extend further we end in space within the core of DNA string, which winds and unwinds constantly exchanging information and replicating itself in order to survive. This



manifests as waves from a point in one chromosome and spreads to the cell. In a system it manifests in a point and spread to the whole system. This is a continuous process that takes place in three steps 1] First Step – Is Winding and unwinding DNA helix. At the system level



it manifest as breathing where Information or energy exchange between left and right takes place balancing the system. It creates a force against gravity
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2] Second step – Is mitotic division and



Replication of cell. At the system level it manifest as growth against gravity and renewal of body- what we see here is an opposition to time direction in material world. Here the two chromosomes come in contact at a point called



centromere and they unwind to create its own mirror images and thus grow against gravity and time in material world. 3] Third Step – Is Evolution and



Reproduction- Where time and death is conquered and initialized. Here the spirit of male enters the female to create new body out of the old. This gives us three critical thresh holds in life. This again does not give us the picture of Soul and “Atom of Life”. DNA is a system that consists of millions of atoms. To know “Atom of Life” or soul and understand string we need to go beyond DNA and analyze the process that results in life. Life is a wave. It consists of two waves, a



winding wave that gives way to unwinding wave and vice versa. In fact it consists of two pairs of waves forming Parallel Worlds. When in one the system it is winding in the other it is unwinding. We can visualize the working of heart to perceive this fact. There is a parallel design that is explicit in east and west and day and night cycle. Day is unwinding; this is facilitated by winding force within. In the 17



parallel world we simultaneously see darkness and winding. This is facilitated by unwinding in the inner world. They give way to opposite cycle balancing the system. All three basic process of life, breathing, mitotic division and meiotic division are waves. It is a quantum mechanical process. All that we see as Life and body is sustained on this wave. This wave carries the information of the whole system. In other words, Truth of Life and information exist beyond what we see and study in a SPIRIT or wave. The breathing, mitotic and meiotic processes originate from the inner space of Life. Within a cell this wave generates in two parallel DNA strands, at next level it reflects in pairs of Parallel Chromosomes. This



wave is initiated from a point in one possible Master strand of DNA and spreads to the whole system leading to breathing mitotic and meiotic divisions. Breathing at the cellular level possibly expresses as winding and unwinding of inner space of pairs of DNA. In the process its transforms the external force actin on it back to nature. This action of pairs of DNA is related and instantaneously connected with similar action in opposite direction in pairs of DNA in parallel chromosome. One can relate this to a double pump or heart and its functioning. We can also see in it a parallel design of earth and its day and night energy cycle. When west awakes to sunlight and goes into energetic state [unwinding], simultaneously east goes into night and winding state. When light peaks in west something twitches to change the direction of the flow and instantaneously opposite happens in the parallel world. This change is communicated in time to the whole system. We perceive it in 12 hour cycle. 18



This exchanges the information on the left and right of the system and thus vitalizes the system and forms the first level of defense against time. When it needs to replicate and materially expand in space-time the parallel chromosomes comes together and attaches at the



centromere. Here they exchange the information contained in the inner space and creates new mirror images of itself such that it can materially expand in space-time and the system can be sustained. This possibly is the second level of information exchange and defense against time. The third level of information exchange is related to reproduction by which life conquers time. Here the Spirit of the Father leaves its body and enters the feminine world and unites with Spirit of to conquer time and initialize and perpetuate in time. All these three levels of information exchange and life’s survival seem to be controlled by spiritual information contained in the inner space of centromere, which is the point of union. If we have any chance to locate the “Atom of Life” then it exists here in the centromere. The “Atom of Life” should be different from other atoms. All other atoms of the world are gravitational and tend to collapse to a point. In contrast to this, “Atom of Life” opposes gravity. Since centromere plays an important role in life. An “Atom of Life”



possibly exists in centromere. Beyond it there exists a Spacetime and energy field or conscious field that perceives and creates and sustains, Ancient spiritualist perceived this energy field and they named it Brahman, Holy Spirit, al Ruh-al Quds and so on. The little perturbation or wave in this inner space of “Atom 19



of Life” creates life and sustains life. All actions that control the system originate from the inner space of “Atom of Life”. It is transmitted to the whole system through DNA helical. The controlling action however originates as little perturbation from a GOD Particle within “Atom of Life”. The inner space of “Atom of Life” communicates with inner space of similar atoms in an instantaneous manner and they act coherently.



Important Note – The God Particle that modern science unearthed is symmetrical particle. The particle, I by Grace visualized is Non Symmetrical one that complies with a Principle and Design and exist quantum dancing between two states. It is part of conglomerate of other particles that form a dynamic system or soul in space. [We will see in depth how this happens later] The field we speak here, unlike the modern science, is a field that holds the system from inside. It is not the centripetal field that Newton and Einstein introduced to the world. It is the conscious field or centrifugal force that was known to the ancient who understood Universe as Living being with a Master Soul. We must recall the words of Max Planck “All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force. We must assume behind this force the existence of a conscious and intelligent Mind. This Mind is the matrix of all matter”. This means universe exist by virtue of a SUPREME



CONSCIOUS FIELD THAT MANIFEST from a SUPREME SOUL and MIND and its force. The order to the world or the reality of the universe unfolds when this SUPREME SOUL AND MIND reveals the Truth. Universe now needs to be understood as conscious field that enfolds and unfolds. This would integrate science and spiritual Truth subtly written in various religious scriptures and release us from the bondage to religion. 20



Reader would note that I have not answered what is “Atom of Life”, String, and Particle and why the string and particle creates the wave, how the particles organize into Atoms of Life and form the whole living being. To answer the above questions let us observe Nature and life and logically explore it by reviewing science. The material world we noted is gravitational in Nature. Life in contrast is Anti-gravitational. Gravity



we all know is built on non-equilibrium in space. This invariably means anti- gravity should be based on some form of equilibrium in space. We know non equilibrium creates a force of gravity that tends to wind and collapse to a point and seeks equilibrium. Logically life should have some symmetry in its core that creates a force that works away from the center. Life constantly works to protect this symmetry. In short symmetry that life presents is maintained by expenditure of energy and therefore is not absolute symmetry. Life has beginning and end because it spends energy to sustain symmetry. This means there is no absolute symmetry in Nature. This also means our scientific approach seeking equations that balances on the right and left to describe Nature is wrong. We must underline that Nature is a nonlinear system.
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Chapter -3



Principle and Design of String -A Vital step to understand the Universe We used the term Energy [Spirit or Light] Atom [Matter], “Atom of Life”, Space, time, symmetry etc. It is important that we perceive and understand these fundamentals. Before we perceive this we need to define “Principle and Design” and the fundamental process in Nature. The fundamental process in Nature is flow and motion that is cyclic. There should be “Principle and Design” on which it works.



Knowing this is the Key, rest are details. This principle and design should exist in the smallest particle or building block and the whole world. In short it should have holographic design. Flow and motion should be intrinsic and the design should assist it. Flow necessitates the existence two parts a right and left or parallel



worlds between which flow and communication takes place. This means there should be a RATIO DESIGN that facilitates the Quantum Flow and Quantum Dance. I have built up my picture of particle in the form of number 8 with a 4:3 ratio that leads to Quantum Dance in SPACE between two states; 4:3 and 3:4, where right changes into left and vice versa constantly. This creates the wave. We can visualize a string here with positive and negative end that twists in opposite direction in a quest to unite but by design and by Max Planck’s law of Energy of transfer, it breaks down to dance between two states. It is Important that we visualize this phenomenon. It is a spiral contraction and expansion. 22
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The String and its Quantum Dance between two states



The STRING with a positive and negative end when stressed beyond a limit by winding or unwinding force it opens up and collapses changing the twist and the ends. This Quantum Dance is applicable to a small particle and the whole universal system. It needs to be understood as little perturbation in one string deep in the center of universe, which scientist seek and try to understand as GOD PARTICLE. We will understand it as we explore further. The Quantum Dance is a three step process. There is initial period when force is directed to the center. Beyond a center point [second critical point - see fig below] it opposes. A Quantum Dance becomes inevitable because by Max Planck’s Law of Quantum Nature of energy transfer. The system collapses as it touches third critical point and goes into new order right changes into left and vice-versa. The force here acts in a



spiral manner and by virtue of non-equilibrium design it results in spin and spiral motion 23



Second Critical Point Time



Third Critical Point



First Critical Point



Now we see a PRINCIPLE governing the universe and its perpetual existence. The principle is to seek equilibrium and but by design



this equilibrium is denied leading to Quantum Dance.



3.1: Understanding the formation of atom, molecules and complex living systems What we visualized above is string and its dance. In order to understand the formation of atom, molecules and complex system we need to visualize the string in Space and its stability in space. Space has 8 components. To know eight components of space, take an apple and cut it twice vertically at right angles through the center and once horizontally through the center at right angles to the vertical. See fig. A system can be visualized to be forming in space with pairs of strings with opposite twist. A hydrogen atom can be visualized forming from two strings with opposite twist. A Helium atom forms from the union of two hydrogen atoms with opposite twist. 24



Note – Equal and opposite cancels and thus becomes dead system. Thus 4:3 ratio is a must in all pairing. Thus we have string AB with ratio 4:3 pairing with a string CD also with 4:3 ratio. But AB/CD [Hydrogen atom] also exist in 4:3 ratio with B=C. When two hydrogen AB/CD and EF/GH atom fuse they also should exist in ratio 4:3 with B=C=E, D=F=G. The twist of the system by virtue of the design is determined by the Dominant String.



Important points 1] The string we visualized has highest non- equilibrium in 3 dimensional space and its equilibrium point in space exist outside it. It



has maximum freedom in space and thus quantum dances with maximum speed and travels with maximum speed. It moves to parallel world by instinct to seek equilibrium in space. When they unite they form the Hydrogen atom. The string that we visualized can be understood as light or electromagnetic particle or energy particle. 2] A hydrogen atom has relatively higher stability in space. Its equilibrium point is centralized. It has lost one level of freedom in



space. Much of the force is neutralized. However by virtue of design it does show centripetal force and thus accounts for gravity. 3] The fact that two strings unite to form Hydrogen atom invariably means there exist two systems that give rise to it in space. We can 25



visualize two stellar systems that emit light and which unite at the center forming matter particle. Stellar system with Black Hole



Stellar system with Black Hole



Matter formation



4] The fact that two hydrogen atoms in 4:3 ratio fusing creates a Helium atom invariably means that space should have four systems that produces these String particles. See fig Dimensions in Space



Design
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Note – We are visualizing strings of different sizes and power winding to center point by gravity to form a clump. We can visualize strings rolling into ball which can unwind and wind back. There is a defined twist to it, determined by the dominant String. The helium atom fills the 8 components of space and loses two levels of freedom. This leaves it with only one dimension of freedom.



Now by virtue of gravity we can visualize helium atoms with same twist uniting to create a Black Hole and stellar systems. We can extend our vision further to include 4 more systems that produce the string particles. See Fig below. This means we can visualize the formation of two helium atoms in 4:3 ratio towards the center. This possibly forms the basic structure of the universe and life.



Molecule of Life



8 Stellar Systems that can create pairs of helium atoms to the center.
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The paired helium atoms towards the center calls our attention



When two helium atoms with opposite twist unite, they lose all freedom in three dimensional spaces and what remains is the dimension of time. They form into double torus. Note – The pairs of stellar system covering the living molecules also can be visualized as double torus but is separated by the living molecules. A very important fact about the helium atoms is the formation of inner space. Because of the twist of strings a helium atom formed and that exist near equilibrium state has inner space that can open and communicate with external space in three quantum steps. They can transform gravity force acting on it from one plane to another thus release gravity force back to nature as anti-gravity force [see fig below]



This could be visualized as breathing process at atomic level. One key aspect that stood out as I began my quest for Truth is that all life by instinct is anti-gravitational and works against gravity and time direction. From the above logical thoughts I made a bold



conclusion that what we call life has it origin in inert atoms. The inert atoms are souls of Life. A pair of inert atoms can 28



form living molecule that transform gravity into anti-gravity show creativity to build complex molecules and form complex systems that resist gravity and its forces that push it to two critical limits. Anti-Gravity on Second or complementary Plane



Gravity Force on one Plane Inert Atoms or Life system



Note – we need to visualize force as winding and unwinding



This could be visualized as breathing process at atomic level. One key aspect that stood out as I began my quest for Truth is that all life by instinct is anti-gravitational and works against gravity and time direction. From the above logical thoughts I made a bold



conclusion that what we call life has it origin in inert atoms. The inert atoms are souls of Life. A pair of inert atoms can form living molecule that transform gravity into anti-gravity show creativity to build complex molecules and form complex systems that resist gravity and its forces that push it to two critical limits.



The system is bot beyond Gravity and Time and thus it is pushed to the third critical limit at which collapse become inevitable. The perpetual existence of the system now calls for existence of parallel world male and female. Now when the system is pushed to third critical point, the spirit or energy that gives life [kinetic] 29



from male world can penetrate the female to conquer time and death. Energy now becomes the information of Life.



Note Important – In plant Life the male and female exist together. Yet when it wants to reproduce and conquer time its first choice is to mix from with another system of the same species. This speaks of higher level of organization in space. Now we can rewrite the basic picture of the universe including parallel worlds.



Life



Parallel World Structure of the Universe



The Genes that biologist understand as source of information is built by the spirit in the inner space that acts as balancer. The process of information build up can be visualized as balancer adding weight on to the balance to balance the balance. It makes use of non-inert elements as weights. This explains complex molecules like DNA and living systems. The real blue print of living system thus does not exist in Genes but in the inner space of life as energy or waves. This inner 30



space is conscious, intelligent and dynamic. The fact that DNA is not information career of life is well argued by Dr. Bruce Lipton. What is important is that Origin of all life is Big Bang Event initiated by the spirit of the masculine world. It is information renewal process. We can extend this thinking to reinvent BIG BANG THEORY from living point from two Parallel inert atoms or souls that can be considered as



PRIMAL SOULS or INERT ATOMS. What begins creation here is the Union of Spirit of two parallel worlds. This falls in line with what Dr. Neil Turok, Prof. Steinhardt and Prof. Burt Ovrut visualized from parallel world concept [Ref-2]. This needs to be visualized as



Universal Consciousness and intelligence of the Creator unfolding in the womb of the feminine. In short it is information unfolding leading us from Darkness to Light or Kingdom of God What is important to note is that the system now is collection of pairs of strings. A stable system in space is formed from two pairs of strings. All systems in its near equilibrium state is clump of ball wound by these strings and have ratio of [1:2:1]. One is dominant and the other is recessive and the middle is neutral. The quantum dance occurs when spirit or energy or information move in out of the center. It takes place in three steps as the third level is reached the whole system opens and inverses into new order. Note - Comprehension of the vision I spoke above is critical and calls for some effort from the reader. One can visualize the double stranded DNA and pairs of chromosomes uniting and separating in centromere as a process of controlled interaction of the inner space of life with external space. 31



The force here is dimensionless, with unit movement from right to left or vice-versa from one plane to another, accompanied by unit movement to the center or away from it. Now this gives the vision of pairs of DNA with distinct ends and pairs of chromosome in Life that are in constant winding and unwinding state opening up to exchange information and sustain the system and the need for interaction and information exchange between two parallel worlds to sustain life. Since it is very important let me go at it again. The first figure in the table below represents a String or Light particle. The second figure represents Hydrogen Atom formed from union of two opposing strings. The third figure represents Helium Atom that fills three dimensions of space. Dimensions in Space



Design
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Note – The figure above expresses the near equilibrium state. One needs to visualize the non-equilibrium ratio design that is behind it that facilitates a spiral design, where pairs twine around one another forming longs strings capable of winding into ball and open up as string and can exist quantum dancing between two states.



A “string” has maximum freedom in space and thus Quantum Dances with maximum speed and can be visualized as the Electromagnetic matter or Light particle of Einsteinian world that has maximum gravity. The motion here is spiral and it explains the wave particle duality. The second figure above is a Hydrogen atom that is matter of Newtonian world that has minimum gravity force. The third Fig. is an inert atom formed by the union of two hydrogen atom with opposing spiral. This has spatial symmetry in three dimensional spaces and has inner space [black hole] that is closed but is capable of opening and interacting with outer space and its Parallel World with opposite spin in three steps. The figure on the left tells how parallel world exist. A pair of



inert atoms thus become the parallel world and can be visualized as soul system or “Atom of Life” that give rise to living organism. A soul of life is a double torus
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Note – Technically soul now becomes a molecule with pairs of Atoms of Life – But we will continue to call it “Atom of Life” because life is determined by the dominant part. Since gravity is centripetal force helium atoms of same twist can fuse to create large black holes with right or left twist. This explains the formation of stellar system. It is important that we visualize this union of particles and the formation of inner space. The system is stable between the first and third critical point in respect to external force. The non-equilibrium ratio design helps the system to unwind and wind opening the inner space partially or fully in three quantum steps. This is the basis of three levels of information exchange in life; breathing mitotic division and meiotic division



Very importantly, in a living system the action originates from the dance of one string in one “Atom of Life” in the whole system consisting of trillions of “Atoms of Life” The core of all “Atoms of Life” are linked spontaneously and act coherently. But the action generated to the external material body is communicated in time.



Chapter -4



Secret of Creation of Universe -Transformation and Awakening of Consciousness Declartion – This has reference to spiritual scriptures. This does not mean I support any religion. In fact I believe that the institution called spirituality that has manifested into religions is the faculty that needs through cleaning. My objective is to bring Truth such that humanity can get liberated from bondage to religion and sees Truth and Light. As research scientist [Biotechnologist] I never believed 34



in God. I always believed God as invention of the intelligent to rule the ignorant. But today I believe in God. Whatever I write here came to me as Grace when I surrendered my mind and Ego and accepted mind death.



From the above thinking we can have certain levels of understanding of nature. 1] First is energy and energy particles [Two types energy particle exist; right twisting and left twisting]. We know energy is of two types kinetic and potential and they exist as a ratio. 2] Next come matter [hydrogen atom] that is born from pairs of energy particle and also exists in pairs with a right twist or left twist by virtue of ratio design 3] Then comes “Atoms of life” [inert atoms born by the fusions of two hydrogen atoms]. They also exist in pairs. The inert atoms of periodic table are different  For they have some symmetry in three dimensional space. They form no bonds and reacts only to winding and unwinding force of heat.  They have inner space that can open up in three quantum steps to communicate The universe and that all that we see is product of theses energy particles and atoms that are bound by gravity and seeks to collapse to a point. Gravity alone means the whole universe should collapse to a point with no reason for existence. We can never understand the universe unless we visualize and comprehend a second force that acts against gravity or transforms gravity into anti-gravity. I called your attention to the fact that life does this act. We concluded that inert atoms can form into “Atoms of life” and the inner space in it can transform the gravity force into antigravity force. 35



We can visualize four parts to the universe, outer world where the gravity forces predominates forming stellar bodies where helium atoms fuse and emits light. In contrast the helium atoms can pair towards the center and show creativity building complex living systems. See fig below. Earth thus inhabits life seems to take some vital position in the universe. Stellar system with Black Hole



Stellar system with Black Hole



Earthly Creative Zone of Life



Since we visualize souls as inert matter with gravity, the scientific thinking that universe is material is partially correct. Universe is selforganizing system with no time direction to it [Noble laureate James Lovelock has proven it]. But a time direction to it emerges when we include Humans into it. [I have discussed this fact in my site and most of my articles]. The fallowing figure speaks this.
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Of all living systems the only living system that disturbs the selforganizing design of nature is human beings. He lives a self and mind centered life aligning his force with material world. Bible and Vedas thus speak creation as thought projection of Mind of God. It says that God [one world] created Adam and Eve [Dual world] in its image using mud [matter] and breathed life into them. He then gave them dominion to them over earth and all His creations with one restriction not to eat from the “Tree at the center”. The tree at the center signifies the Black Hole or death point towards which the material world points. Bible says 37



that Adam and Eve could commune with God in the initial phase. But in time an angel from heaven falls because of its “Ego”. It fall into Black Hole [Hell]. This Angel manipulates the mind of Eve and through her manipulates the mind of Adam to eat the forbidden fruit. This leads to loss of Adams communication with God. Bible says Adam was thrown out of Garden of Eden and time and death begins. The fact that God gave Adam the dominion to Kingdom of God invariably means humans knew everything about Nature and God and this was Lost in time due to deterioration of God’s own people who tend to create their Kingdom out of God’s kingdom. This probably is the beginning of religion out of spirituality and Truth. Now we can visualize the phases of creation and existence of the system in Time cycle. 1] A single world state 2] Dual world state 3] Four and multiple world state. 4] Single World State We can very easily comprehend this from Life cycle of a living being. Dual world or parallel world state is Reality of Nature. However, there exists a single world state when the male spirit exists in the female conquering time and initializing it. We must note that the single, dual and multiple worlds have holographic design. Each of these cells or worlds has complete information of the whole system, except their space-time position changes. The failure of scientist’s to comprehend the simple secrets of origin of the Universe and its perpetual existence exists in the fact that the soul/mind that enquires in to Truth enquires it with a self-centered objective to conquer it than understand it. Max Plank said “Science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. And that is because, in the last analysis, we ourselves are a part of the mystery that we are trying to solve”. 38



Human mind its Ego and self-centered nature fails to perceive the Truth and Light. Thus most religious scriptures tell us that, we humans cannot seek Truth. Truth comes in search of humanity with a



purpose. The purpose is Divine and it is to conquer time and death or singularity and perpetuate in time. The Bible tells us that Jesus came to earth with divine purpose of conquering death and giving New Life and restoring the Kingdom back to God. In short scriptures through Christ speak of secret of conquering time and death and its initialization to start a new time cycle by process of transformation of Human souls and illumination of His intellect. We have many theories and visions of origin of the Universe. These visions have originated from significant discoveries in science that came as a philosophy against religious institutions. Thus we have mechanistic visions of Newtonian Era, Relativistic vision of Einstein, Chaotic World View that formed out of Uncertainty Theory. We have Big Bang Theory that came from Einstein’s work and observation that distant galaxies are moving apart. Non-linear science that thinks universe originated from a little perturbation in a sea of energy. Flaws in these Theories have led to modifications such as Inflationary Universe Scenario. Recent development of String and Parallel world concepts has led to Ekpyrotic Universe Scenario. In addition to them we have Holographic Universe Theory, Electric Universe Theory, Self Organizing Universe Theory. But scientists have failed to put them together in a comprehensible and simple manner that makes sense.
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Now that we have understood that Souls are inert matter and life we witness is the product of creativity of this living molecule, we can extend our thinking to visualize a Living Universe Theory from two Primal Inert Atoms or Souls and their inner space. This living theory can include all other theories of origin including spiritual ones spoken in ancient scriptures. White Hole Male Life



Life Point Black Hole – Female Life



Singularity and death



Fig: Parallel World Design



Life has parallel worlds; male and female which are one. Each contains trillions of worlds and is made of matter. Life is not beyond gravity and time. But is bestowed with capacity to conquer time and perpetuate in
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time cycle by a process in which the spirit of the male enters the female to conceive New Time and emerge out of it. This is ekpyrotic process Material Space



Creator Consciousness - Female



Creator Consciousness - Male



Time and Singularity



Initialization of time or Birth



Time conquering or Creation



Time and Singularity



Fig - Creation Secret – Ekpyrotic Process of Conquering Singularity
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The basic requirement to understand universe is that it should account for two basic laws of science that relates to energy and matter. It says energy is neither created nor destroyed it is only transformed. This law also becomes applicable to matter and the whole system. This means



we need to understand universe and its creation in terms of Transformation that involves one Primal Soul



Comprehending Creation Gravity is fundamental property of the universe. Thus science ends up in singularity and fails to perceive a way out of it. It has come close to perceiving the secrets from parallel world concepts and “Ekpyrotic Universe Scenario” of creation. But they have failed to comprehend this. It is impossible to perceive this vast universe condensing to an extremely small point. The only way out is to comprehend the universe from the point of some form of transformation and initialization. The only way out is to visualize universe as Living and self-organizing being as the ancient east especially India understood it. Here Life plays an important role. It converts gravity into anti-gravity in its inner space and thus acts against gravity and the time direction of the material world. The self-sustaining nature of the universe is proven by Noble Laureate James Lovelock [Gaia Hypothesis]. We can understand this by looking at the world we live in. Gravity is centripetal forces. Plant Life works against gravity. If plant is not controlled it can lead the world to anti-gravitational collapse. Thus we have herbivore controlling plants, and carnivore controlling herbivore. They instinctively work against gravity and help sustain the balance. Above carnivore exist Humans, who are created in the image of the two Creator Souls or Primal Inert 42



Atoms and given the dominion over Earth and all that exist in it [See Fig – Parallel design that self sustains]. These Creator Souls are the center point of creation and existence. Though separate they are one. They are governed by two spirits or energy that are Absolute and form one. Life originates from single cell that is born from the union of two parallel worlds. Here the spirit of the male exist within the female in creative state. Any further understanding of the universe has to take into consideration spiritual scriptures The living being has dual world state; male and female which are one. They originate from a single cell, which is the union of two reduced components of the two parallel worlds that exist in “2n” state. The creation here begins with one chosen cell of the male that is reduced to “n” and leaves its world dropping all its material components as it travels to a chosen reduced cell [n] within the feminine. See Fig



Here the spirit of the male unites with the spirit of the feminine to create a new 2n state. The feminine egg cell gets life by the entry of the spirit of the male. In the absence of it the egg cell collapses. Time gets 43



conquered in the process. This world that has conquered time creates two worlds in their own image using energy and matter taken from mother’s body. Once it completes creation in its own image a radiating object emerges on one side of the cell wall [centriole] this then splits and moves to the pole twitching one cell into two cells. The role of creator spirits now becomes external. Now let us take what Bible tells us about creation. It tells us God created us in His image as Male and Female [Adam and Eve] and we were given dominion over everything. He tells us that he created us out of mud [matter] and breathed Life into us. However, He resisted us from eating from the “Tree at the center”. Tree at the center is the gravitational point Black Hole to which the material world points. It tells us that an angel from heaven because of its ego falls into black hole. This angel manifest as serpent [Representing negative realm of mind] then works on the mind of Eve and through her on Adam and makes them eat the forbidden fruit. What we see here self and creation of kingdom that is opposite to the kingdom of God. The root of many religions of the world exist in this process. This directly suggests that time direction to death comes into the world when created souls become ego and self and material centered. It suggests that the fall of society begins with the fall of people existing in spiritual institutions. Spirituality is real, but religions are creations selfcentered evil minds that intend to survive on the blood and sweat of common people in the Name of God. Spirituality in its core speaks of Truth and Justice. Bible says Kingdom of God is Truth and Justice. God resist the self-centeredness and breaking of Truth and Justice. History 44



of the world speaks of God manifesting on earth and taking part in war for Truth and Justice. The Epic Ramayana and Mahabharata of India speak such an event. Bible tells us that when Christ manifested there was none who could be justified before God and thus God the Father gave His only son as a sacrifice to give life back to the world. Calvary sacrifice than can be visualized as one time event in the universal time cycle by which God recreates and restores the Kingdom back to order through free will to all souls. This needs to be understood as Transformation of human souls and illumination of His intellect such that he comes out of his lavery to darkness and evil minds that rule us in the name of God. God through Christ is revealing His heart and His Mind. This reality is well supported by Vedas which says that Universe was created through the self-sacrifice of the Creator Yajurveda VS 3031. But if the present world has to accept it, then it has to be reduced to a scientific level. We already saw a principle and design on which nature works. The Design has a Non-Equilibrium ratio design and the principle governing it is an instinct to seek equilibrium, which is denied by design. We also saw a near equilibrium state around which the system wishes to exist. In other words we saw the instinct of the system manifests into two forces; one towards equilibrium and another as resistance when the system moves away from the equilibrium point. The eternal motion and life to the system exist in this ratio design and existence of pairs. The created dual world works on truth and justice or a process of balancing. We saw life is built on pairs of inert atoms one dominant and other recessive in the ratio 4:3 and that these atoms have inner space 45



through which they communicate within themselves instantaneously. They also have God Particles that perceives the stress and act to create actions that sustain life. These God Particles perceives the stress instantaneously through the inner space. The action of God particle however reverberates to the outer world and travels in time. The action of God particle is of three types. The act to transform gravity into antigravity [breathing], show creativity and grow against gravity [mitotic division] and conquer time by Ekpyrotic process in which the spirit of the male enters the female to conquer time and initialize itself [Meiotic process and reproduction]. Life is a conscious system and exists as male and female and thus we have male conscious field/spirit or information, female conscious field/spirit or information. What this signifies is Dual World. Each of these dual worlds in turns consists of trillions of world but only one takes part in creation in which time is conquered and initialized. In creation process it is the energy/spirit/information that is contained in its inner space of male that becomes the key. The male spirit here gives life. Female Spirit acts as a supporter. Scientifically this can be related to Kinetic energy and Potential energy. We know Kinetic and potential energy exist as a ratio. When in one world ratio favors Kinetic energy the opposite happens in the parallel world and thus balancing the system. The principle of non-locality and instantaneous communication possibly comes from it. A time direction can now have two possible directions; one to increased kinetic energy or increased potential energy. The system inherently resists this unilateral time direction. Since time direction is inevitable one world peaks in kinetic state [male] and the parallel world peaks in potential state [female]. Both these 46



states are destructive; one leads to shearing of the world the other leads to collapse to black hole or death. Now it becomes a necessity that the system conquers time. This secret happens by process in which a Primal Atom or Soul from male world leaves its world to conceive in one Primal Atom or soul from female world that has reached its peak potential state to initiate a recreation and restoration process. This is a simple science that has two basic steps and the rest are details  Since gravity is fundamental, the absolute state leads to collapse to a point in Black Hole. We noted earlier that dual world design in fact is four world states. When one world is expanding another world within it is contracting within. The opposing phenomenon happens in the parallel world. Observe east and west and the day and night cycle. See fig Life or White Hole



Death or Black Hole Fig – Parallel world and white and Black hole relationship
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Every Souls of this universe are distributed in this parallel world with a resistance. Not to seek the center. Life is instinctively programmed to work against gravity. But as we discussed earlier human souls created in the image of the Creator does go against the creator seeking self. It begins with souls In Light World or spiritual world who become ego and self-centered falling into black hole and then they creates their kingdoms weaning human souls from the opposite world. Thus darkness grows setting an imbalance of the system. The Vedas of east describes this scenario in terms of deterioration of truth and justice in four quantum proportions. The first phase is considered as Golden Age of Truth and Justice where human souls are bubbling with life and His mind is illuminated with truth and liberated from darkness. This is followed by silver, bronze and iron age, where Truth and Justice deteriorates by 1/4th, 2/4th, 3/4th, and eventually tends to absolute darkness. This also could be compared to four phases of life cycle, childhood, early adulthood, late adulthood when “self” manifest, and old age leading to death. The balance gets upset when 3/4th level is reached. Unless a recreation process is initiated the system is bound to collapse.  Time direction in these parallel worlds invariably means time directs to one single soul in these worlds. In one world when one soul reaches absolute kinetic state in the other a soul reaches absolute potential state. At this point the Black Hole opens and Light and Information from the Primal Soul of Male [world Universal or God Consciousness and Intelligence] spirals to the female world that has reached its absolute potential state. This 48



conquers time and ensures time initialization. It is Ekpyrotic process. We can visualize here masculine spirit fertilizing the egg. At the universal level we can visualize it as God Soul and Mind opening up as White Hole within Black Hole such that the system does not collapse. This is recreation and restoration. It is awakening of human consciousness and intelligence. It is giving New Life to human souls and illuminating His mind see fig below.



Fig : White Hole in Black Hole – A womb that Transforms and Creates



This means universe has a singularity phase and duality phase. Duality phase is the reality where consciousness of the whole system Father and Mother exists as judging element between the parallel worlds and multiple worlds it creates [Visualize cell divisions and life that is built with Hundreds of Trillions of cells]. The singularity is only passing phase where spirit of the Father leaves its body and goes into creation phase within the feminine. The whole system called universe now becomes a process of Consciousness and Intelligence Creator [male] unfolding and enfolding assisted by the feminine spirit. We can understand universe
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now as consciousness and intelligence of Creator or knowledge and Light unfolding and enfolding.



Do Jesus and His Calvary Sacrifice any Significance to Reality of Nature? From our above thinking it is quite apparent that universe has parallel world design right and left or male and female that is one. We can take a plant life that has male and female as one system. The root of these two worlds can be traced to an “Atom of Life” and God Particle in it and space within the atom that forms the channel to communicate with parallel world. The space within the male world is conscious field and spirit [God particle] contained in it is the Life giving entity. The God particle in right and left part of one single being works in unison through first actions gets initiated by the dominant male. Time is conquered when the God Particle [Spirit of the male] leaves its body to conceive in the feminine world. The universe cannot be visualized as plants but needs to be visualized as living human being that is conscious and intelligent and selfsustaining. We did see that universe is self-sustaining Gaia and this selfsustaining nature takes time direction from Human mind that becomes self and material centered. Creator resists this time direction. We need to visualize ourselves as cells of one whole universal being, called to support it and in return get supported by it. This is what Bible actually means when it says that God forbid humans from eating from the Tree at the Center. Two facts stand out in the fall 50



and time direction to the universe; the Ego or Self and material afflictions of humans that make him break Truth and justice. The material affliction here becomes secondary. What God the Creator condemns is the Ego and Self and breaking of Truth and justice. From Biblical point God’s anger gets directed to Serpent [The fallen angel] than Adam and Eve. Understanding of Bible tells that fall of Kingdom of God begins with fall of people at higher realms [spiritual institutions]. The people in spiritual institutions take position above that of Kings and are supposed to hold the Light and lead the world in the path of light, Truth and justice. But when they fall and become self-centered and slave to material force, the world fallows them unconsciously. This means as time goes souls fall from kingdom of Light to darkness and the role of God as Judge and over seer of Truth and Justice and the existence of His very kingdom becomes endangered. This forces the creator spirit to go into creation mode. He does this process by sacrificing His own “self”. In the creation phase Creator does not judge but acts as spirit that Transforms and gives New Life with free will. When Christ was sacrificed a White Hole was formed within the Black Hole. With it a process of transformation and restoration of Universal Being began with free will to all souls. It should be noted that Kingdom of God deteriorated when the light holders and spiritual institutions deteriorated. This is the beginning of creation of many religions. When Christ manifested on Earth the only people whom he condemned are the Clergies and Priests. He chose ordinary people as His disciples. The disciples knew Christ as God when His Spirit descended on them. They set out to transform souls and give 51



it New Life and let them free. Christ never spoke of building a new religion or churches for Him. Modern day Christianity is a compromise between the Old and New. New religion formed in the name of Christ is no different from the old religion. It used Jesus name to acquire wealth and rule people with iron hand. The Prophet Mohammed came along at this period reminding judgment. This too formed into a religion. Science essentially emerged against Christianity in particular and religions in general as a search for Truth. What we see here is an evolution and a journey towards light and Truth that liberates and initializes us. There is hope for humanity in Christ consciousness and intelligence that conceived as seed [White Hole] in the Black Hole that is transforming the world giving it New Life and initialize into New Time Cycle. We are due to enter the Golden Age of Knowledge or Light beyond Religion. God through Christ is renewing His body and giving it New Life Creation needs to be understood from three levels 1] Formation Spiritual Body 2] Material Manifestation of Spiritual body 3] Giving New Breath. The union of male and female spirits results in the formation of a spiritual body. This then differentiates to take flesh. When this phase is complete a New Breath is given to the system. Thus Living vision of the universe explains the importance of Calvary Sacrifice, including all the developments in science and its two basic laws that relates with energy and matter and its conservation. The Big Bang Theory becomes applicable since creation begins from a small point in one cell. This 52



conception of new time sends waves of information to the whole system preparing it for its growth and expansion. The initial phase of this cycle is very rapid and could be understood from cell cycle and life cycle. Thus Inflation Universe Scenario becomes applicable. Since the Spirit of the Father leaves it body and enters the feminine to create it also is Ekpyrotic Universe Scenario. The vision of non-linear scientists that universe originated from a little perturbation in a vast sea of energy is also becomes true. The fact that all the cells of living body have all the information content means the universe is Holographic. When atom of life opens up and the light and energy in it spirals to the opposite world as an electromagnetic particle travels, means universe is Electric. Since universe conquers time and initializes, it is also selforganizing.



Chapter -5



The Answers to Unanswered Fundamental Questions of Science From the above understanding we can answer many fundamental questions that science and spirituality has left in a sensible manner 1] What Creates uniformly accelerated motion? Answer: It is the non- equilibrium ratio design and a quest to seek equilibrium that leads to Quantum Dance of particles and systems 2] What leads to perpetual motion? Answer: The ratio design and quantum nature of energy flow that denies equilibrium in space and leads to quantum dance between two state 4:3 and 3:4 where direction of flow changes. 53



3] What gives Gravity and mass to matter? Answer – It is again non-equilibrium design and the instinct to seek equilibrium between Parallel and Multiple Worlds. Mass now becomes the measure of non-equilibrium. 4] Why Newtonian world encountered Inertial mass and gravitational mass? Answer – The flow and motion is initiated by quest to seek equilibrium. But this is denied by ratio design and quantum nature of energy transfer. In a system [that is the union of two or more pairs of electromagnetic particles], half way through the flow there is near equilibrium point. The system wishes to stay around this point. This means in a system in space the instinct of the system to seek equilibrium has two actions; action towards equilibrium [gravity] and resistance beyond it [inertial mass]. 5] Why light has no mass and has maximum speed? Answer- light particle has maximum freedom in space and this produces maximum force as it moves to the opposite world to seek higher state of equilibrium. Its equilibrium point in space exists outside it. The idea that light particle has no mass is wrong. More appropriate vision is that it has maximum of gravitational mass and no inertial mass. Thus it moves with maximum speed away from the center and also towards the center and it is beyond gravity. Think of parallel world to comprehend this reality. Since its motion is spiral, it is accompanied by flow towards the source from the opposite. A light particle moving out is also pushing a light particle towards the observer. 54



6] Why gravity is a weak force? Answer- Gravity is related with matter. Matter is born from the union of pairs of light particle with opposite twist. Its equilibrium point in space is centralized. Much of the force is neutralized. Recall E=mc2. Yet by virtue of holographic ratio design it still has some non-equilibrium and thus is a weak force. Now the system gets both gravitational and inertial mass. Most important conclusion one draws from above thinking is the universe is structured on a single force – Electromagnetic, which is driven by an instinct to seek equilibrium. Gravity, strong nuclear and weak nuclear are different manifestation of the same [Ref -9, 9A] 7] Why wave particle duality? Answer – This can be explained from fundamental motion that is visualized as spiral. Motion visualized as spiral is accompanied by drilling effect. Imagine a drill at work. It moves by displacing the field of the opposite. A light particle moving out is also pushing a light particle towards the observer. 8] Why ratio of acceleration of two interacting bodies is always 3 Answer- A quantum action originates when the system is pushed to third critical point at which ratio is imbalanced towards left or right. We can also perceive this reality from quantum design of Spirals. It basically consists of three curved components around an axis. 9] Why gene is triplet Code? Answer- Because spiral designs always have three component base. 55



10] Why DNA is double Helical and why chromosomes exist in pairs? Answer- Anything that materializes in space need union of pairs. A complete materialization and stability in three dimensional spaces involves minimum of two pairs. See fig. Thus we have double helical and pairs of chromosomes [4 DNA helix] uniting and separating in the fundamental process of Mitotic Division.



First level of materialization – hydrogen atom



Second level of materialization – Inert helium atom



11] What is Black Hole and how and why it gets formed? Answer- Black holes are channels in space. By virtue of non-equilibrium design we can visualize a spiral path ways of force. This spiral path ways of force forms into a closed centralized space in inert atoms creating a Black hole. Since it is closed it cannot react to form chemical compounds. But it can open to heat induced winding and unwinding in three steps. Helium atoms are not beyond gravity. The inert helium atoms of similar twist can fuse to form huge black holes. They thus form stellar bodies 12] What is the basis of Life? Answer- Basis of life is a molecule formed by the union of two helium atoms that have opposite twist and exist in 4:3 ratio. These molecules 56



are formed to the Center of the Universal system. They are Double Torus and are born from light particle emerging from stellar system. See fig below – Earth that inhabits life thus seems to take important position in the universe. It is the off centered center of universe, much the same way as heart is the off-centered center of life.



Molecule of Life



8 Stellar Systems that can create pairs of helium atoms to the center. These molecules can open up transforming gravity force into antigravity force. They can show creativity to build complex structure like DNA. The creativity and DNA and Gene formation can be understood as process by which balancer balances the balance. They can show a second level of creativity by creating its own image [Mitotic division and growth of biological mass]. A third level of creativity happens, when one of the torus opens up as string and the spirit contained in it leaves its world and pierces the Parallel World and emerges on the opposite to conquer time and initialize. What this means inert atoms of periodic table is key molecule of life and the universe. 13] How to comprehend Parallel worlds? 57



Answer- Parallel World needs to be comprehend from the Male and female or Dual Worlds. A singular state exists when the Spirit of the male exist in the female in creation phase. 14] What is Consciousness? Answer- Consciousness is space-time field that exists in the inner space of inert atoms, which constantly opens and interacts with non-inert world and counters its force of gravity with creativity. 15] Is Big Bang and Creation from point a Reality? Answer -Yes. Big Bang is a Reality, but it has to be perceived from biological point. Universe can be traced to two “Primal Atoms of Life” or GOD souls that form into “Molecule of Life”. The inner space of these God atoms is conscious fields. The creation begins in a singular phase when the “Father Atom” unwinds and opens as string unloading all it force and information into feminine counterpart or parallel world. This is singular state where two Primal Consciousness exist as one. This falls in line with interpretation of singularity from parallel world concepts by Dr.Neil Turok, Prof. Paul Steinhardt and Prof. Burt Ovrut. Big Bang Creation can be understood as consciousness of Creator [Father] unfolding to initialize the system. It can be visualized as information unfolding to take us into Knowledge Era or Golden Age. 16] What is God Particle? Answer – We noted that every atom is union of particle of light with ratio relationship. This gives a twist to the atom. This twist is determined the dominant particle in the system. This particle is God particle.. This particle is instantaneously communicated to all the atoms 58



and the whole system through the inner space. In an inert Atom and in a whole system all actions originate from the Quantum Dance of this particle. Dance of God particle creates reverberation within as well as in outside world. The communication in outside world takes place in time 17] How instantaneous communication can exist? Answer -We saw parallel worlds. See Fig
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By design any small change in one world is instantaneously felt by the opposite. Thus there is instantaneous communication in the system by design Note -we are speaking here a communication at the spiritual level, not physical transfer of energy particle or electromagnetic particles. Later we will see black hole as means of instantaneous communication. 18] Why light Particle moves in time and how time bound and instantaneous communication co-exists? Answer – Space is three dimensional and consists of 8 components. This means we have to visualize minimum of 8 worlds interacting here. The information generated in the internal world or black hole is communicated instantaneously through the internal world or black hole. This is the conscious field. But when the system is pushed to 59



critical limits a physical exchange is necessitated. This manifests as electromagnetic radiation. This is communicated through the external material space and is communicated in time. The coexistence of time bound and instantaneous communication is very evident in life.



Blue dotted line – Time bound communication



Black Line – Instantaneous communication Black Hole



Fig - Instantaneous communication and time bound communication



19] What is a String and how strings manifest into matter Answer – String is a piece with positive and negative end and exist 4:3 ratio. In its equilibrium state in exist twitched such that its ends are directed to the center. Away from equilibrium it can open up as stings and collapse into new order changing the twist. Two strings in 4:3 ratio becomes the first matter hydrogen Atom See fig.
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20] What is Quantum Leaps? Answer- We noted that a system is in stable state near equilibrium point. As it is pushed to third critical point the system collapses to reorganize changing the direction of the flow in the whole system. We can visualize this as quantum leaps. We are in the threshold of a dis continuity and quantum leap in evolution of our knowledge. 21] Do humans influence Nature? Answer – Yes, He is inherent part of the universe. He is supposed to be instantaneously and instinctively vibrates one with living nature. All life vibrates one with nature, except adult humans who become self and



material centered and aligns his force with material world and thus creates a time direction to disorder death. This forces the “Primal Atoms of Life” or “Creator Souls” to go into creation phase and thus conquer time and initialize and thus defeating death. How this happens is discussed in extended version of this article.



Note - Every unanswered question not only of science but also spirituality can be sensibly answered from the above thought process and visions. I am sure trained minds in particular school of thought will 61



have difficulty in understanding what I wrote. But if it is willing to let its ego it will see the simplicity behind it. My attempts to communicate to the world for the past two decades have failed. I understand this failure from the trauma of a free man described by Plato [Allegory of Plato’s Chair Ref -12]. I however I pursue my struggle against odds because there will be a time ahead when the base of present world that mankind built will shudder and he will be stressed acutely to awaken and evolve. I cross my hands and hope that in those last moments the world would awaken to see the Truth and act to take Guard of earth and enter Golden Age.



Chapter -6



Technological Possibilities of Consciousness that can support the World Note – I believe, the answer to survive on Earth and attain true prosperity exists in knowing Truth and developing culture and practices that can help humanity live in harmony with Nature. I have strived against odds for the past two decades to write and post the Underlining Truth that can bring understanding of Nature and reinvent lost Knowledge to live in harmony with Nature. All technologies developed and due for development should work within the perimeter of Truth. My journey to Truth over past three decades was also associated with vision of technologies for various sectors but I had to concentrate my energy and resources to for Truth. My body and mind is not beyond time. The relentless struggle against odds are speaking on my body and mind and thus I am choosing to write the technological thoughts with a warning - anything that is exploited beyond a limit with self-centered motive will back fire.
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From the back drop of the thoughts and understanding of Nature that I have expressed, it is obvious that inert atoms of periodic table would take the center stage as golden atoms and



molecules of future energy generation and use. It also would create biological revolution and new understanding of life and its information. Above thought tells us that information in life is dynamic and it involves two spaces; outer and inner. Our perception that gene carries life’s information is wrong. The Inner core and the genes of living system are also related with a space and genes of parallel worlds. Dr. Bruce Lipton elegantly argues this reality. The space within life actually carries information. The dynamic Nature of “Atom of Life”, invariably means that “one gene one trait hypothesis” and our perception that gene as invariably quantum information unit is also wrong. From the above vision and understanding of “Atom of Life”, genes in life should be working as dynamic unit of minimum of 4 pairs. They can qualitatively change and also make quantum leaps. They can work against equilibrium and towards equilibrium and are related with parallel worlds. The Knowledge that Blue Print of life exist in spiritual form in the INNER SPACE of life, opens up a new realm where we can control genes and its expression by manipulating the inner and outer environment and its energy. Ancient East especially India seems to have scored many a points here when it gave, yoga, pranayama, meditation, Ayurveda and such holistic Knowledge system for individual and social 63



health. The core of spirituality exists in this reality. Spirituality in



reality is Knowledge. Unfortunately it deteriorated as humans created religions and created a self-centered separation. In time it has given way to modern science that has powered him to exploit material energy and field but has failed to know Vital Force and Conscious field and the energy contained in it. The Knowledge of INERT ATOMS and the INNER SPACE in it can open a bridge that connects Science and Spirituality exposing Truth. It would open new realm where huge amount of energy exist. The fact that life is efficient and marvelous and intelligent machine opens up immense technological possibilities. Our future exists in mimicking life and its design. The key here is to change our perception of force itself. We have a perception that force acts in straight line. This perception has to change. Force acts in a spiral manner. What is more important is that when we observe a material body moving it is preceded by exchange of force between two parallel spaces. Thus spirit or energy precedes the material motion.



8.1 - New Thoughts on Energy generation and its Use Energy is the key to Modern World. It is centered on exploitation of matter and its energy. We have reached a tipping point as for energy and its use. In the absence of Whole Truth our attempts to harness energy and using it to build the modern world has been exponentially increasing the heat or energy of the environment. Heat we know beyond a point creates disorder and death. Much of the technologies 64



we use release lots of heat into the environment. It is said that in terms of energy use much of our technologies are only 30% efficient rest is released as heat. The machines we use [mechanical and informational] that drive the modern world are becoming an impediment to survival. It is the fundamental cause for climate change [Ref-1]. Our economy that is built on driving these machines is bound to collapse at some point. We are doomed; if we do not evolve to create new technologies that reduce heat and learn to manage the heat of the environment. Noble laureate James Lovelock has stressed on this fact [Ref-11] The key here is to look to life. We must note that a human heart the size of left fist pumps blood carrying trillions of cells along 100000 KM twenty times per minute. Human brain conducts trillions of information processing every second. In addition to this it carries out various other processes such as digestion, absorption, excretion. Human life does all this functions with few pieces of bread and few glasses of water and releases very little heat into the environment. Many Indian spiritualists have shown that life can survive without even food and water for years, virtually absorbing energy from air to sustain the system. Life seems to possess superior technology when compared to what modern man has developed.



The key for superior technologies of life seems to exist in 1] Spiral Design and vision that Force itself as spiral and acts by a support of a second force [Recessive] that moves in opposite direction. Force is not directed one in a straight line as much of scientifically trained mind thinks. The matter and its motion we observe
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is preceded by exchange of information and force between two parallel spaces or worlds. 2] Parallel and multiple world design that is centralized to an inner space-time or conscious field, which binds the whole system as one and acts against the material field and its force. In short there is a second space time-field that Einstein searched, which opposes the gravity of the material world. This field is the field where instantaneous communication takes place. Huge amount of energy exist in this field. We discussed how inert atoms are the “Atoms of Life” or soul and how it possesses an inner space that carries energy and how it works to sustain itself in three basic steps. Just as modern world that burns material matter to obtain energy to drive the system, life uses the energy of souls to sustain itself. Life and its design and mechanism releases very less heat. Life’s secret thus gives huge potential for human growth. Life’s secret exists in inert atoms. The future exists in using pairs of inert atoms; a right winding and left winding one, that Quantum Dances as a pair, as fuel source. Here when one world is winding, right to left its pair unwinds left to right and acts as trap for whatever energy or heat being released into the environment. They can function as miniature heart or dual pumps that work simultaneously. The second law of thermodynamics denies an absolute efficiency. However, the efficiency on which life is designed is near maximum. This dual and multiple world design centralized on inert atoms helps life to handle multitude of mechanical functions and information processing without releasing much heat into the environment. Our future now exists in using inert atoms as fuel to drive 66



various mechanical processes such that the heat released into the environment is minimum.



8.2: Consciousness and Atoms of Life as Key to Intelligent and Super Computation Life is a conscious, intelligent and a super computing machine. It uses both instantaneous communication as well time bound communication to control the system. All vital functions of Life’s are instinctive and controlled by instantaneous communication rooted by conscious field that binds the whole system into one. The brain of life is an interphase between external space/external body [with right left] and internal body [with right and left] and Inner space or conscious field that connects and binds the system into one. See fig Inner space or conscious field



External space



The heart or soul that binds the internal right and left and is connected to the inner space that links and binds the whole system into one



Body



Brian/Mind that connects the left and right of the body and forms the link between external world and internal world Inner world or body that comprises the vital organs



The external body and space, the internal body and space are separated worlds but are one. The survival of the system exists in its proper interaction and communication. The Knowledge of this interaction is the True Knowledge. The conscious field or the internal space is the basal field that perceives and connects the whole system 67



into one. All vital decisions of life and the living universe take place in this Space. This is considered as the realm of God where Spirit of Life exists and functions. Every life is related to one Supreme Soul and its inner space where God exist as Creator Spirit who perceives and controls the system. Ancient knew this secret and Scriptures enfolds them. They drew elaborate methods to live in peace and harmony with Nature and incorporated it into society as cultures. But this Knowledge was lost in time as humans turned their face away from his consciousness and lived a mind centered life creating his kingdoms. It is unfortunate that much of spiritual institutions of the world also exist as slave to material world and its force. The discovery of inert atoms as possible Atoms of Life or souls opens up immense possibilities of using them as key atom and molecules replacing silicon for dynamic intelligent computing that releases less heat to the external environment in the process of computation. It also can lead to developments that can facilitate instantaneous communication. However, steps towards it should be taken with caution beyond self. Knowledge and technologies as such is power. When this power is used for “self” advancement it becomes destructive. Einstein said “Technological progress is like axe in the hand of pathological criminal”. What the world needs to address is this pathological criminal sate of human mind. Only Truth and Light can achieve this.



8.3: Consciousness, Health and New approaches to Biotechnology 68



Health of a living system is closely and directly connected to the consciousness of the system. Of all the philosophy of Health and medicine that exist in the world, the philosophy of health and medicine practiced by ancient India and China stands as superior ones. The system of health and medicine that they developed are based on greater understanding of the spiritual and vital realities of life. Thus they gave extreme importance to making human conscious and connected to Nature and its MASTER spirit. The Pranayama, Meditation and other health practices of east are oriented to balance the energy flow in the left and right of the system and help the system resonate one with Nature to gain health. They are directed at increasing the vital energy. Disease, according to them manifests from accumulation of negative energies in body, mind and in the inner space. It comes from the fall of vital energy or conscious force. They understood Nature as living and resonating being. Much of their culture and practices are oriented towards helping life resonate one with Universal Being and thus not only support the Universal Being and but in return get supported by it to sustain health at all levels. Above thinking gives us the scientific reason how ancient Indian Knowledge of health and medicine are superior. It is beyond this write up to discuss it at length. To be honest my own Knowledge of these great ancient Knowledge systems are peripheral. But whatever I read about it made sense to me in the context of what was revealing to me from Nature and Her Master. It Calls for review and rediscovery of



ancient Knowledge of health and medicine, especially of India as a scientific reality so that it becomes a Global one.
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What is important to note is that, among all the living system, humans are the least conscious system and thus is prone for more diseases. The



system of life that modern man has cultivated out of his mind and self-centered life, built on material Knowledge and power is actually shrinking the vital force and consciousness in him and the collective system he leads. He lives an ego centered life disconnected from Nature and God and his vital force. He by his ignorance also becomes the cause for disturbance in ecology of which he is part. He becomes the cause of diseases in society and the force behind wiping out of many species. The western philosophy of health and medicine that is built on improper understanding of life has only weakened the health of individual and collective system. It has only created an industry that survives and grows at the expense of weakening of the health of individual and the collective population. Their remedial measures are temporary and more often quick fixes that break down when forces in Nature in time changes. It does not take into consideration life dynamic nature and its relationship with nature and its climatic or energy cycle. The philosophy and Knowledge of modern man is self-destructive one. The philosophies of east and many of its cultural practices not only can help in health of human population but also wipe out his criminal mentality. The miracle cure that occurs in retreat centers could be related to release of negative energies accumulated in body, mind and conscious levels and increasing its vital content. It is a form of meditation assisted by Christ or God Consciousness – It is awakening of individual consciousness and vibration with universal consciousness. Discussing these aspects is beyond this article. 70



Life is designed to resist the accumulation of negative energies and repair itself. The biggest impediment to the instinctive process of life to repair itself is human mind and its ego. All life is designed with a sleep phase. This is reflected also in Mother Nature as day and night cycle. Mother Nature works to repair and balance the system in its sleep phase. Sleep is a period when mind is at rest but consciousness works freely to repair the system. Modern man in his quest for material wealth is failing to sleep and he is not allowing Mother Earth either to sleep and repair. Thus Earth is violently reacting. [Ref-1] When life gets imbalanced and fails to vibrate one with Nature and its energy flow, it tends to accumulate negative energies that eventually manifest into diseases. The ancient east understands diseases as opportunity to evolve and awaken. Much the same way a disease is an opportunity to awaken, the present state of the world is opportunity for us to evolve our Knowledge of Nature and God.



8.4: Consciousness and Biotechnology Modern biotechnology is built on mechanical world view. It is built on the Knowledge of gene pair as the information unit of biological system. As a biotechnologist working to clone many living system, one thing that stood out is that information in life is not controlled by gene pairs. The concept “One Gene and One trait”, the thinking that gene is invariable quantum units of biological system is completely wrong. Many famous biotechnologist and biologist are increasingly becoming aware of this fact. [Dr. David Suzuki, Dr. Bruce Lipton,] From the back drop what we discussed genes at best can become like weights that balancer uses to balance the balance. The reality of life 71



exists beyond the “Atom of Life” in the INNER SPACE and SPIRIT contained in it that perceives the winding and unwinding forces in the material environment and reacts to balance the system using genes as tools to do so. See Fig below. The “Atom of Life” and the Quantum Dance that we discussed invariably means genes functions as a 4 pair Dynamic Unit and is qualitative in its Nature with 3 pairs forming core unit and one pair forming the link with other units. They can act towards equilibrium or against it and change its force qualitatively and in quantum manner, bringing great shifts. The various processes that take place at the genetic level speak this. The Inner Space The Genes “Atom of Life”



The inner space is the conscious element that perceives the changes in the outer space and acts to sustain the balance of the system. The trigger to act comes from God particle in “Atom of Life” [The dominant particle]. “Atom of Life” we noted is the union of two Hydrogen Atoms. In effect they contain four strings. These four strings 72



can contract and expand, they can unite [at centromere] and separate accounting for two levels of information exchange between the inner space and outer space. A pair of inert atoms can act as black hole sucking information and processing it and rendering it back. We know that “Atom of Life” or souls is paired [Male and female] and it is instantaneously communicated. When they unite it leads to third level of information exchange where time gets conquered and initialized. We already saw three levels of such actions; breathing, mitotic and meiotic division by which life survives. The interpretation of singularity and time conquering of Dr. Neil Turok et all., [Ref-2] becomes sensible when we visualize universe as living being. The above thoughts invariably means life’s basic reality is the inner space and a pair of Black Hole and energy contained in it. This is the conscious field that perceives even the minute changes in energy and information in the external environment and acts to sustain the balance. The genes are only the means by which it balances. Genes are controlled and connected by the inner space and is in communication with external space in which it exist. This gives us a new dimension to our understanding of life and leads us to better understanding of gene and its functioning. This invariably means modern biotechnology which splices genes and introduces it into other species are in fact disturbing the spiritual information that the species has built over millions of years of association with external space and changes in it. This greedy material centered human intervention in ignorance of Truth will disturb the ecology, its harmony and it can back fire. Every true researcher in Biotechnology deep within is aware of the fallacy in the foundation on which they work. Because it is their livelihood, rarely few dare to speak it. 73



The fact that blue print of life exist beyond genes in spiritual form opens up new realm of health practices and management of life and manipulation of genes without dissecting life. This line of thinking can expose the beauty of Knowledge of ancient east that practices pranayama, meditation and gave Ayurveda to the world. It can open gate ways to manipulate gene and traits of life by simply manipulating the external and internal environment of the whole system. This is more feasible and Nature compatible when compared to modern biotechnology. Way back in 1980’s when I was doing “tissue culture” to obtain cloned plants, I had hit upon an idea of “eco culture” as simple means to produce cloned plants [Ref-13]. This stands as proof of this vision. This also gives credence and scientific platform to many modern day New Age spiritualist and scientific schools of thought. The school of Dr. Bruce Lipton, which states that perceptions can change genes stand out here and calls our attention. The whole of scientific and spiritual community ruling us needs perception change to survive and evolve into Golden age.



8.5: The fallacy of modern biotechnology The fallacy of modern biotechnology emerges from few basic facts 1] It visualizes gene and DNA as source of information that determine how life unfolds. It fails to comprehend the reality of inner space or the conscious field or the Vital Force. It is built on material and mechanical view of modern science, but fails to incorporate the relativistic and quantum mechanical reality. Life from above new reality is a conscious system that is enclosed in another conscious system with which it strives to balance itself. In short life works to balance itself by constant interaction between an inner space and outer space that carries information in spiritual or energetic form. 74



This brings a close relationship of life with Nature and its energy cycles. When we introduce new genes or manipulate genes in biotechnology we fail to take into account this relationship. In short we are interfering into the consciousness of the system and its ability to adapt to changing environment. We are bringing dramatic changes into the information developed over millions of years. This puts life concerned into commotion. This in turn is bound to influence ecology and balance of the whole system of which we are only a part. Humans, in his ignorance of life, its working and its relationship with Nature are digging His own grave. We need to evolve our Knowledge changing the very perceptions of Nature and life and take steps to develop technologies that are Nature compatible.



8.6: Food, Agriculture and Consciousness Food is essential to all life. Yet our understanding of food and its relation to life and its health lacks clarity. Food sustains life and gives material content for the growth of life. Modern science categorizes and generalizes food in terms of calories of energy. In contrast the ancient east especially India had more sensible approach of categorizing food in terms of taste, its quality and how it relates to constitution of individual body and the seasons of the year. Their approach to food had more depth when compared to modern science has contributed. My objective here is not to discuss this great Knowledge that exists unattended. I just hope to give some foundation to reinvent this great 75



Knowledge and give it the position it deserves. The basic difference between the ancient and modern Knowledge about food is that 1] The food in ancient Knowledge was qualitative and individualistic. When compared to it food in modern world is generalized and quantitative. Much of the diseases and lack of health has direct relationship with food. The world is experiencing the fallacy of modern thinking. Many people are emphasizing organic cultivation and quality of food. But this experience and realization is not getting a strong scientific back ground to make decisive shift in the world of food and food production from inorganic to organic, from quantity to quality. The reasons are many and discussing them here is beyond this article. Truth is that our scientific comprehension of life, Nature, ecology is absolutely wrong and it is back firing on humanity. I feel it is appropriate to call your attention to Ted Talk video by Allan Savory [Ref- 14] 2] The key difference between ancient and modern food probably exist in their Knowledge of conscious force [Referred as vital force] that exist in life and that get released in the process of digestion in addition to contributing to material content to build the body. The food practice of the east and even their medical practices subtly enclosed the Knowledge of conscious or vital force. Their Knowledge of preparation of Ayurvedic Medicines seems reflect methods to concentrate this Life Force into their preparations. Though I have not come across such advanced practices in their agricultural practices, there is little doubt about the fact that the organic manure and organic cultivations they used was much superior 76



when compared to modern man’s inorganic approach. The leaf manure, organic compost, animal waste and its urine that they used as fertilizer all probably carried the vital force in addition to elements like nitrogen, phosphorous, potash and other micro nutrients that are essential for plant growth. As agriculturist who fallowed both these practices I can swear for the superiority of organic farming. Its superiority comes from the fallowing fact. 1] The decaying compost and leaves releases the vital force to soil and water and facilitate healthy growth of plants. 2] The fiber and porous content of leaf and organic compost holds water which is essentially a vehicle for vital force and extends its availability for plants. They can even lock this force in its minute pores extending its availability. 3] The inorganic elemental content such as N,P,K and other micro nutrients are released to the soil and made available to plants depending of the cyclically changing climatic condition leading to healthy growth. One must note all life essentially struggles to survive in the changing environment. At any moment life struggles to maintain a balance of energy [vital energy] to matter ratio in right left parts. They also work to strike a balance with energy to matter ratio of the environment in which it lives. Life’s overall health exists in this natural adaptation. Any excessive intervention into this adaptive process of life actually renders the species weak. It leads to build up of negative energies. Our abusive use chemical fertilizers and pesticides are creating negative energies into food chain. Plant and animal and its produces obtained from such imbalanced system can be injurious to the health of the consumer. We in our ignorance of Truth of Life and
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Nature and its functioning are actually polluting the food chain and the ecology of the whole system. What I shared with you all is a broad frame work of Knowledge that can help bring a decisive shift from inorganic to organic thinking and farming that can bring health to the individual and society. We need immense research in this direction to materialize the shift. There are many problems one faces when we try to implement it in the field. 1] One of the drawbacks of organic manure is its volume and labor intensiveness. This calls for developing techniques and technologies for concentration of the vital force and its judicious use in relation to environmental changes to optimize plant productivity. We need to develop organic manure that has concentrated amount of vital energy and has enough NPK packed into it. Plant fibers can come to our help in this process. 2] The vital force one obtains from particular organic compost may not suit all plants and species. This calls for immense research to develop species specific organic fertilizers. Pooling human experiences and developing an information bank can hasten the research to develop feasible practices for many species we grow. Government and industry has to join hands to materialize this shift for the Good of humanity.



Summery and Conclusion Universe needs to be understood as cycle of knowledge or Light. It needs to be understood as consciousness and intelligence of Creator unfolding and enfolding transforming human souls by giving it New Life and illuminating His Mind. Science manifested when spiritual knowledge or light deteriorated and temples of knowledge were filled 78



with self-centered non illuminated people ruling people and making them slaves for their material advancement in the name of unseen God. Science came as anti-religions ruling the world and as New Temples of Knowledge. Scientific development has given multitude branches of science that exist as information, but it has failed to put them together into Knowledge that is perceivable and understandable to all, not few scientist. Both Quantum Science [subatomic] and Relativity [above atomic] is a reality. Revelation of Quantum Science and Relativity can be understood sensibly when we include life especially humans into the picture. All life basically is anti-gravitational and thus works against gravity and time direction in the material world. This means there is second force that sustains the universe from collapsing to singularity. Ancient understood it as conscious force or field that creates and sustains. Two opposing forces cannot be equal this means one of this force and field is dominant and determining the other is recessive. To account for flow and motion, they should exist in a ratio 4:3 and quantum dancing between two states 4:3 and 3:4. This dance manifests as pulse. To understand the reality of Quantum Science and Relativity Science, we need to trace life back to atomic and subatomic level. Life has its origin in pairs of inert atoms and two God Particles that dances creating a wave within a space enclosed in these atoms thus exchanging information. These waves in life manifest as breathing. At higher level it is the cause for creativity and development of information and mitotic division and growth. Time is inevitable reality 79



and thus life is bestowed with secret of creation. Here the spirit or information contained in the inner space of the Father leaves its body behind to enter the recessive feminine counterpart to conquer time and death or singularity. Science has laboriously has come to this conclusion. They have invented parallel worlds. Three scientists Dr. Neil Turok, Prof. Paul Steinhardt and Prof. Burt Ovrut have suggested that at singularity one world pierces and emerges on the opposite. This is what happens in life. It is a matter of putting together information’s that science has developed into simple knowledge that is comprehensible to all. We then end up in a picture of Living Universe that is conscious and intelligent, dynamic and self-organizing as the ancient spiritualist understood. This will unite science and spirituality and awaken people to get liberated from clutches of religions. It will help humanity live in peace and harmony with oneself and nature. It can open a flood gate of new technologies and lead to reinvention of the many ancient culture and practices to develop organic society that is nature compatible. We are on the brink Quantum Leap in Evolution or Paradigm shift. Nature is stressing us to evolve to understand her.



Only two choices exist before us; Evolve to Know Truth and enter Golden Age of Knowledge or get destroyed by forces of Nature. The choice is ours.
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